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News
Christmas Dinner & Awards
Many thanks to Jenny for organising this
years Christmas Dinner which was held
at ‘The Village Gate’ in Wendover
(previously ‘The Marquis of Granby’
where we used to meet on Monday
evenings). I think the food received mixed
reviews although this wasn’t the reason
for the treasurer departing without settling
our bill! Paul Turton dished out the usual
awards to the the usual suspects! Jon
Erwood picked up his usual award for
forgetting things. Amy for running up and
down Ben Nevis en-route to Skye, Jenny
for lack of plumbing knowledge and Bob
Lee picked up the Reg Monks award for
offering to take on the meets secretary
role.
2012 ACC Calendars
Special thanks once again to Moira for
turning out another excellent calendar.
Thanks also to all those who contributed
photos.
2012 AGM
This years AGM will be held on Monday
2nd April at the Aylesbury Squash club in
Wendover Road. To try and make it more
of a social occasion there will be a
selection of nibbles available from 7.30
before the meeting starts at 8pm. We do
have some important information to
present regarding the club finances so
your presence and support would be
extremely welcome. This is your chance
to discuss the running of your club and
provide vital feedback to the committee.
Time permitting we will also be taking
membership renewals on the night.
Official notification of the AGM and
membership renewal forms will be sent
out shortly.
Congratulations To...
Barry Hawkins and Lynn Hale who have
got married. On behalf of the club we
wish them a very happy future together.

www.acc.org.uk

Meets & Events
2012
20th-22nd

Robertson Lamb Hut
Langdale,
Lake District

17th-19th

Stair Hut
Newlands Valley
Lake District

16th-18th

Bryn Brethnau
Capel Curig
Snowdonia

5th

Slide Show - Aylesbury Squash Club

20th-22nd

The Count House
Bosigran
Cornwall

2nd

AGM - Aylesbury Squash Club

16th

Green Park Climbing Starts

11th-13th

Glan Dena
Ogwen Valley
North Wales

2nd-9th

Lochinver Mission
Assynt, Scotland
TBC

22nd-24th

The Old Stables
Thorpe Farm bunkhouse
Hathersage, Peak District

20th-22nd

Caseg Fraith
Ogwen Valley
Snowdonia

10th-12th

Camping Meet
Venue TBC

14th-16th

Toms Field Camp Site
Langton Matravers
Dorset

12th-13th

George Starkey Hut
Patterdale
Lake District

9th-11th

Tan-yr-Wyddfa
Rhydd Ddu
Snowdonia

7th-9th

Homestead Bunkhouse
Bamford
Peak District

January
February
March

April

May
June

July

?

August
September
October
November
December

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
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This article is not a day to day account of a long walk but
an opportunity to share part of a great experience that I’ve
been lucky to have and hopefully sow seeds of interest for
others.
I’m not sure when I first heard about the GR10 but ever since
then I’ve wanted to walk across the Pyrenees. This year I
finally plucked up the courage to commit to 6 - 8 weeks of
walking. Why? Well, from previous climbing trips, I knew
the Pyrenees was beautiful but I had only seen a tiny part.
And, I needed a challenge.......
According to my guide book, it is 904 kms with 49,714

metres of ascent and descent and would take approximately
305 hours (and 5 minutes!) over 50 stages. It starts at
Hendaye on the Atlantic Coast, finishes at Banyuls sur Mer
on the Mediterranean and is about double the distance of
the proverbial crow’s route as it negotiates the deep north south valleys. It crosses six separate departments, all with
their own character and in the case of the first and last, a
different language. It actually took me 44 days of walking
with one day off to watch the Tour de France (although 10
minutes would have been enough!). It was the equivalent of
climbing Scafell Pike every day for 26 days plus Ben Nevis
every day for 18 days and it was worth every step.
The GR10 has some disadvantages over the Spanish
equivalent the GR11. It has 10,000 more metres of ascent
and gets more bad weather. Tempted as I was by Spain,
the availability of accommodation in France and the more
established paths won me over. I planned to use gites and
refuges but still carried a tent for emergencies. A sleeping
bag, mat and stove are needed anyway for the Ariege where
hosted accommodation runs out and it is difficult to avoid at
least a couple of nights in ‘cabanes’, the equivalent of a
Scottish bothy. With that lot in my rucksack, there was just
enough space for the minimum of clothing, a kindle (which I
broke), lots of snacks and a couple of litres of water every
day – probably about 15 /16 kilos - plenty.
I set off on my own and flew from Stanstead to Biarritz and
then caught a train to Hendaye, arriving in glorious sunshine,
which did not last until the next morning. The weather pattern

is supposed to be wetter in the west with early morning mists
and low cloud and getting drier as you travel east (except
for the Ariege!). With the exception of my first day and one
very cold and miserable morning on the Crete d’Irpala, I had
great sunny weather in the west and fell in love with the
rolling hills and woodland of the Pays Basque with its wild
ponies and vultures. It was a beautiful introduction to the
GR10 which continued to delight with great views, great
birdlife, stunning flowers, and, of course, the marmots.
I soon met some great people and whist we didn’t necessarily
walk together we often found ourselves doing the same
stages, so I had some good company in the evenings and
took some comfort from the fact that someone was expecting
me that night. Whilst a few were also walking the route in
one trip, most were doing a few stages each year. I should
confess now that this was not a trip of deprivation. The food
(with the notable exception of breakfasts) was generally very
good and in some cases excellent and, without fail, the early
evening beer was followed by a couple of glasses of red with
the meal. I was in France, after all.
For me, there is something very special about walking a long
distance path. Life becomes so much simpler. The body may
be working hard but the brain gets a holiday. Apart from
deciding how far to walk each day and doing a bit of
translation, there’s not much else for it to do. You develop
a routine – wake, pack, eat, walk, shower, wash clothes,
drink and eat. The walking settles into a pattern - often of
long morning ascents - sometimes in very hot sun, sometimes
in the morning mist before popping out above the cloud with
those stunning views – followed by long afternoon descents.
Although some of the long hauls up are very tiring, it’s all
forgotten with the final step up to the col when a whole new
world is revealed.
After the Pays Basque and the lovely small town of St.-JeanPied-de-Port the route slowly moves to higher ground and the
Haute Pyrenees. On its way, the scenery changes gradually
but is always beautiful, marred only by the occasional ski
resort, looking a little ugly without the snow. It crosses the
deep Holzarte gorge, rises dramatically through limestone
karst country, weaving its way through the first of the peaks
of the High Pyrenees. It traverses the Chemin de la Mature
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– a path cut out of the rock by Charles 2nd to bring trees down to build his
ships – and eventually, after multiple cols, the stunning view of the Pic du Midi
d’Ossau opens the way to the snow topped peaks. Although the highest peak
in the Pyrenees is only 3404 metres it does not detract from their beauty and
means that they are quite accessible and, depending on which route you pick,
can normally be climbed in a day. On this trip, I stuck to the cols of the GR10,
the highest of which is Col de Madamete at 2509m.
Cauterets was the first town of any size and it was s bit of a shock to see so
many shops and people. Although the GR10 passes through lots of villages,
there are not many towns so, as well as phoning ahead to book the night’s
accommodation - especially important at weekends and in popular places - it
was important to take advantage of any shops to make sure you had enough
snacks to last possibly up to 6 days. Just like in England, the village shops
have fallen victim to out of town supermarkets.
The route stays reasonably high and passes through some beautiful villages.
At one, I had lunch in a flower garden with stunning views of Luc St Saveur
and sat watching kestrels feeding their chick on the church wall behind me.
Many villages were preparing for the Tour de France to pass through. Some
of the refuges were by some great lakes. I especially remember relaxing in
the evening by the particularly stunning free falling waterfall at Lac d’Oo just
before the next large town of Bagneres-de-Luchon. It was here that I started
to think seriously about the best way to cross the Ariege.
The area is more remote, deeply cut by steep north facing forested valleys so
the terrain is tougher, the weather more fickle, accommodation more scarce
and also home to bears! I was helped by a friend and his wife who live very
close to the route. He was very willing to pick me up, drop me back again
the next morning and occasionally walk with me so I had a few nights of luxury
and only had to use a cabane once which was actually good fun despite
having to forage for wood in the pouring rain.. The Ariege took about eleven
days to cross and was a little reluctant to show its true beauty, offering only
tempting glances through the mist at some stunning knife-edged peaks and
ridges and the mountains of Andorra. I had my worst day of weather there,
was foolishly underdressed for the ensuing rain, fierce wind and hailstones –
possibly the only time I felt vulnerable on my own and exceptionally relieved
to catch up with two of my new friends.
After the Ariege, I stepped up the pace a bit so had some long days, passing
large lakes and reservoirs, taking advantage of the occasional village cafe
for a decent lunch as it was obvious I’d been using more calories than I was
taking in. I’d hoped to be able to take the variant that climbs Mount Canigou
which stands out amongst these finals peaks on the way to the Mediterranean
but the weather wasn’t on my side, so I traversed around the massif. After a
few days of walking mostly in pretty dense woods, the transition to more
Mediterranean flora with its canopies open to the sun was very welcome.
I was lucky enough to meet up with some great people for the final couple of
days and the gite and restaurant for the last night was in the most stunning
location so we were able to eat outside and watch the sunset over the Pyrenees.
I was reluctant to leave on the last morning so waited for everyone else to go
and felt very emotional as I walked the final 15 miles - which must be one of
the most beautiful days walking I’ve done - down to the Mediterranean...
If I have inspired anyone to walk all or part of it, I’m happy to share more
details and tempt you more with some photos.
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Days in Mallorca
23-26 September 2011

Although, not a lot of sleep was had by those before the girlie
trip to Mallorca, we (Kay King, Jackie Newman, Jo Alford,
Sally Woodbridge, Petra Brown, Pat Postill), were in high
spirits for our 6am flight to Palma. All started well, until we
had a minor hiccup with buses out of the city of Palma to Déia
which was swiftly resolved and after lunch we were then on
our way to walk along the northern ridge of limestone
mountains on the GR221 from Déia to Pollenca over a long
weekend.
From Déia, our target was Port de Soller. Glorious weather
with uplifting sea views all along. A quick beer stop occurred
at a refuge we had chosen not to overnight in - all part of the
reconnaissance for future trips. To reward the efforts of our first
day, we indulged in a private swim in the warm, clear
Mediterranean waters below the lighthouse at Port De Soller.
With improvised swim wear, this was just sheer bliss. Rather
than swimming, Sally picked up on her artistic talent and
sketched the wide open bay, sprinkled with vessels of various
kinds.
To describe the hotel in Port de Soller (Miramar) as Faulty
Towers would be pretty accurate. Sitting down for dinner,
having been told the price, we were waiting for some attention,
only to be told that the chef had gone home! Not to mention
that no one was able to tell us the price of our room in order
to prepare for payment, despite our frequent attempts. Great
breakfast though and comfy beds!
We took the wooden tram to Soller with fine views over the
port on leaving, and arrived in the midst of a busy market day
in Soller. Slightly distracted from our purpose, (coffee and
shopping stop in the main square) and stocking up on lunches,
we began walking about 11am from Soller to Tossals Verds
Refuge. The weather looked uncertain, having had torrential
rain throughout the previous night. We headed out North
West and up the pilgrims steps to Biniaraix. Hazy views of
Soller as we scaled the steep cliffs up towards the Coll de
L’Ofre (875m). The heavens opened and the dense olive trees
failed to protect us from total saturation! So, it was squelchy
feet all round! Revived by lunch in the shelter of a rock, with

Who didn’t read the email about wearing blue?

the rain easing on reaching the col, we enjoyed some amazing
views on the trail which led onto the reservoir (Embassament
de Cúber), somewhat depleted of water due to the recent dry
spell!
After emptying the shoes of water, we decided to take the
“alternative route”, leading over a shoulder with tricky
navigation and a bit of scrambling (with protection in place,
I might add!). The vegetation was striking – aromas of juniper
and other arid species, some still in flower. It seemed a very
long day, so the last ascent over a brim to see the refuge,
Tossals Verds, was a huge relief.
The refuge was small but newly renovated (like all on Mallorca)
and in a wonderful olive grove with stunning views. We just
managed to get a shower before the water flow ceased from
all plumbing! Bottled water (and beer and wine) replaced this
valuable and vital resource. With a great meal and great
company, what more could we want?
We woke to clear, blue skies and began our walk to Lluc. It
was a long walk up to the Coll des Prat where we basked in
the glorious sunshine during lunch. The descent into Lluc was
though olive groves, zig-zagging down a very steep cliff, with
carefully constructed limestone walls. There were some
interesting features and relics along the route, such as charcoal
making platforms and snow pits. At Lluc, a few of us visited
the monastery, and then made the final ascent to the fabulous
refuge for our last night.
A clear hot morning started with walking through shady oak
woodland (evergreen oak), opening out wider flat landscape
with fruit trees with some great views of our destination and
the sea ahead. We arrived at Pollenca at around 3pm and
just absorbed the atmosphere of a peaceful Spanish town in
the warm sunshine, whilst eating and drinking more beer.
It was then a bus to Palma and a brief visit to the cathedral
before travelling to the airport for a very late flight (which very
nearly did not take off!). We had walked approximately 45
miles, seen a variety of plants, met some lovely people, some
loud snoring Germans and had a lot of laughs. A wonderful
four days, and a place to return to for more!
Petra Brown – September 2011
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you their complimentary Kalymnian special dessert. This turned
out to be deep fried donuts covered in hot local honey. I think
we struggled towards the end of the week, but most evenings
Jon and myself managed to clean the plate. The Greek wine
generally was pretty expensive and awful, so most of us stuck
to the local beer Mythos, which was cheap and hit the spot.
Mike developed a taste for Retsina (wine flavoured with pine
resin), which was actually cheaper per litre than the beer, but
to me is definitely an acquired taste.

Peter Collins

October 1st to 8th 2011
Peter Collins, Jon Erwood,
Phil Parry, Lyn Griffiths,
Mike Padmore, Alan
Wilkinson, Paul Jackson.

Saturday morning saw us fly out from what would be the hottest
October week on record in the UK. Flying into Kos, a mad
rush to the Hydrofoil and after dumping the luggage at the
apartment saw us on the crag by 4 o’clock. We need not have
rushed as the weather was perfect, wall to wall sunshine for
the whole week and we climbed every day.
We stayed in some lovely apartments in the village of Masouri,
literally 5 mins from the beach, shops and restaurants. But
more importantly most of the crags are within 30 mins walk.
The crags face west so are in the shade in the morning and
depending on aspect come into the sun from 12 to 4 o’clock.
For me one of the attractions is that you don’t need a car to
get around Kalymnos, there is also a reasonable climbing bus
service to the the north part of island. But if you feel you must
burn some gas, you can always hire a scooter.

Now the Travel/Logistics bit. We stayed in Tatsis
apartments and were ideally situated, which worked out at 10
euros per night, and were cleaned every day. Jon even got
his bed made for him every morning. Each with a balcony
overlooking Telendos, which gave us fantastic sunsets. On the
return journey it didn’t flow quite as smooth as the outward.
First the bus to the port passed us full. No problem, we got a
Taxi. Next the Hydrofoil was full. This was more of a problem
as the next one was after our flights left. Leaving around us
and another 30 climbers stuck at port, but apparently this
happens every Saturday morning. After a bit of a panic we
got a private (and probably illegal) boat across. Suspect a bit
of a scam here, but will be wise to it next time. But generally
a very relaxing place, with everything very close by. Very
friendly owner of small supermarket nearby, who said that
when the sponges on which the island had depended on
disappeared 10 years ago, the climbers arrived. Also there
are still plentiful fish around. While the rest of Greece is in free
fall, Kalymnos and Masouri in particular seem to be doing
quite nicely. He said something about somebody up there
looking after Kalymnos. I think he may be right.
So another good trip, definately another one here same time
next year.

Now the climbing bit. As said, we climbed for the whole
7 days visiting 7 different crags, all within walking distance,
apart from one which was a bus ride away. Kalymnos is THE
designer venue, beautiful weather, solid rock, plentiful bolts
and grades a bit on the soft side (with a few complete sand
bags thrown in just for fun). It was bit like the Eurovision Song
contest, with virtually every European country represented on
the crag but luckily without a climbing Terry Wogan. But we
acquitted ourselves quite well and everyone pushed it a bit.
Another attraction was that on the walk back from crags you
have to walk past an ice cream café, then past the bars,
enough said. All the climbs we did were single pitches, a lot
over 30 meters, so a 70 or even 80 meter rope essential. On
the island of Telendos opposite Masouri there are some 12
pitch routes, next year?
Now the Food/Drink bit. As we were there for 7 days
and there were 7 of us on the trip each of us chose a different
place to eat each night. Without exception each one was
excellent. Most of the produce, Fish, lamb, goat, came from
the island. At the end of each meal the restaurants would give

Top - Pete on ‘Too Fat for Tufa’
Above - Jon at the ‘The Afternoon Crag’
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Summer Trekking in Norway
Sally Woodbridge
I felt like crying. After four hours hiking in the rain the plan
had to change. The other option was to carry on, heads
down, for another four hours to reach the base of a peak
that would probably be unclimbable anyway in these
conditions. Turning our backs to the highest mountains of
Norway in the Jotundheimen National Park we stepping
stoned across the river and headed back down the valley to
the isolated Leirvassbu hut. An hour later, sat in the warm
and dry, looking out at the steel grey, drooping topped rock
mass of the Krykja on one side and the steady procession of
heavy cloud lumbering up the valley on the other, we
reformulated our plans. No, we couldn’t feasibly climb the
2452m summit of Glittertind after turning back today. But
yes, we could explore the less trodden paths in the Western
Jotundheimen and yes, we would like a free refill of coffee,
because as the waitress remarked in perfect English,
everything in Norway is expensive if you’re a visitor.
The change of plan didn’t pose a problem in a country with
such an extensive hut system and detailed maps, a real
advantage in an area at the same latitude as the Shetland
Isles and similarly known for fickle weather. Despite it being
July there was still available accommodation. Leaving the
wood panelled comforts of Leirvassbu the next morning we
headed down a long uninhabited valley smothered with
silvery green shrubby willow and riven with streams to the
Skogadalsbøen hut. It was here we met Herman, a German
who had been drawn back here to walk again after a gap
of 20 years, he advised us about a tricky river crossing on
our proposed route. He also told us that every berry in
Norway was edible, we didn’t believe the latter, but at
summer’s end I grazed liberally on misty purple bilberry and
yellow cloudberry.
The next morning, in a light drizzle, less than one kilometre
down the valley, we hung a left on a birch and alder
overhung path the width of a hiking boot, with calf high
leathery shrubs and wiry grasses soaking our waterproof
trousers, until we emerged onto the high moorland and weak
sunshine. Behind us to the east towered the sheer edges and
alpine snow covered pinnacles of the Hurrungane. Pushing

River crossing in the shadow of the ‘Krykja’

on we followed a motorway sized snowmelt worn runnel to
it’s tapering beginnings beneath huge concrete grey
boulders and finally up to a domed pass smoothed by the
grating passage of glaciers. After scrambling up from the col
through some pebbly scree and small green cushions of
vegetation I filled our bottles from a small fan of water falling
from above. We had seen no-one since turning off the main
path. Ahead of us lay rocky paths by glacier-fed lakes, icy
river crossings and the scything forms of 2000m high
chocolate brown mountains before we could make camp for
the night. This was perfect. No tears now. Glittertind could
wait.
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GEAR

Race
the
Sun

Belay jackets
Sally Woodbridge

Why is that challenges can appear to be much more achievable when relaxing in
the comfort of your own home with a glass of wine and it’s a year away? So it was
when the text from Claire arrived. “I’ve just been marshalling at this great event.
We could do it.” I think even she was surprised when she got 3 positive responses.
Of course, she wasn’t being entirely honest about the EXACT nature of the challenge
but more about that later.
Teams start the challenge at sunrise and attempt to finish by sunset racing the sun!
The challenge is to cycle a total of approximately 50 miles (80kms), hike to the summit
of Helvellyn at 3,116ft - and canoe a 2.5 mile (4kms) course on Thirlmere. Well,
we could do them all individually so it was just a question of stringing them all together
and raising £2,000 for Action Medical Research. Easy.....
The original team was Claire Guy, Jo Alford, Di Lee and me. It took Di 10 months,
but she finally found an exceptionally plausible reason to pull out. Suddenly, all our
other friends were ‘busy’ on that day but we were rescued by a ‘friend of a friend’,
Cath Gunn who was mad enough to volunteer at the 11th hour and actually seemed
excited by it.
You may have thought that we would all be training hard during the summer. I think
Jo and Claire did combine a bike ride and a walk in one day in the Brecons about
3 months prior to the event. I was walking fit and crammed my training on a bike
into about 4 rides a couple of weeks before. Poor Cath didn’t get a chance. Our
preparation focused more on where to stay and how we were going to stay dry
enough on a kayak to cycle back in comfort (hindsight is a wonderful thing!) and
what we should have for dinner after.
Suddenly, we were on our way to the Lakes. It was a beautiful sunny day. The views
from our fabulous little holiday cottage were stunning. It was enough to calm the
most anxious until....... the evening briefing session. “It’s sunny today and it will be
sunny on Sunday but tomorrow it will rain very heavily all day, the winds will be 30
mph and gusting up to 40 mph and it will be about 10 degrees”. And so it was.
We set off at 6.20 am and by 6.25 am we were soaked – no need to wait until we
got in a kayak! Still, it was great to have started and it was even ‘fun’. Then, just
as I was really starting to enjoy the bike, we hit the ‘benign’ off-road section. Within
5 minutes both Claire and Jo, who have cycled the ‘Old Coach Road before, were
off my Christmas card list. No amount of “I swear, it wasn’t like this when we did
it” or checking back to make sure I hadn’t drowned in a 15 foot puddle or
disappeared in a bog would make up for the dumbing down of this section. It serves
them right if they got blown off their bikes. They should have been pushing like me.
Still, my memory is poor and we were mates again for Helvellyn revitalised by coffee
and chocolate. Another short bike ride, a slightly shorter kayak because of the
weather and we were back on the bikes again for the final 26 miles home. The rain
was torrential, Cath shot off like a bullet from a gun and we kept up the momentum
all the way back overtaking several shocked and not so happy guys. We won the
‘Fastest Women’s Team’ trophy but must confess that we were the only one. We
had taken a long time for breaks so Jo thinks we could shave almost 2 hours off our
11 hour time. If anyone out there wants to give it a try, please call her and not me...
Thanks to our very generous friends and colleagues, getting the cash did not prove
too difficult and even before the event we had hit the target. The final figure was
£2115 plus £441.25 in gift aid.

Jackie Newman
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If you’re thinking about what to
pack as an extra warmth layer in
your rucksack for a day on the hills
you can get extra warmth, save
weight and bulk by using a belay
jacket rather than the traditional
fleece. These will use a synthetic
layer developed to mimic the
qualities of down i.e. warmth
without too much weight and
easily
compressible.
These
synthetics won’t yet provide the
warmth to weight ratio you get
with goose down but they do have
the distinct advantage, especially
in the UK climate, of continuing to
work at keeping you warm when
they get wet (figures usually
quoted state at about a third of
their capacity when dry). Most will
have a showerproof outer fabric
as well. You can also spruce them
up in your washing machine at
home with either pure soap or
Nikwax / Grangers washing
products, another process that is
tricky with down.
One of the best synthetic warmth
layers on the market is Primaloft
One and this is used by a range
of brands such as Mountain
Equipment, Rab, Berghaus and
North Face. This comes in various
‘weights’. One of these jackets I’ve
used in the winter on Blencathra
is the Mountain Equipment
Alpamayo (the men’s version is
called the Fitzroy) and this uses
100g Primaloft One in the body
and 60g in the arms and hood.
Toasty! And it only weighs approx
600g. Another jacket with the
same specs. Is the Generator
Alpine Jacket by Rab. Another
classic is the Redpoint Optimus by
North Face. All of the above have
hoods, if you’re cold that’s a lovely
feeling!

Coast.........
This year, I have completed two coast to coast treks. While
both took about nine to ten days, the terrain and walking
conditions were very different. The first, in July was a walk
across Devon and the second, in September, took me across
Corsica. I find the prospect of a journey very appealing and
after some planning, including talking to various club members
and organising companions, the action was ready to start.
The last week in July saw me driving, with two friends, to
Wembury on the south Devon coast just to the east of Plymouth.
Our task was to walk to Lynmouth on the north Devon coast,
a distance of 190k. This was a camping trip and with all the
campsites booked, all we had to do was walk. To make life
easy, one of my friends, Brian, agreed to be our support driver,
so two of us walked and Brian picked us up at the end of each
day and transported us to the various
campsites.
This worked very well and is something
that
a group could consider, even taking it
in turns to be the driver and treating it
as a moving rest day. We were
blessed mostly with fine weather, a
definite advantage when crossing
Dartmoor
and
Exmoor.
Waterproofs were only required
a couple of times and it was dry
each time we moved campsites.
The journey started on a
delightful holiday beach at
Wembury and spent the first
day walking on the
Erme/Plym trail. This took us
to Ivybridge where we joined
the Moor to Moor route and then up onto
Dartmoor with its big views and feeling of
remoteness. The Dartmoor national park officials don’t like
waymarking which meant that the route finding varied from
very easy to glad to have a GPS – I know, not traditional but
I like it! The route between the two moors is a bit contrived,
but the compensations were some pretty villages and pleasant
river sections. On one occasion, we had to ford a river; very
painful for the feet but cooling at the same time. Eventually,
we climbed up to Exmoor; this moor has a very different feel
to Dartmoor being a bit lower on average and more varied
scenery. However it still can present navigational difficulties
and doesn’t allow the traveller to treat route finding in a casual
manner. Having spent an hour and a half travelling less than
half a kilometre on one occasion, it was a lesson hard learned!
With the end of our journey in sight, we had our first glimpse
of the Bristol Channel some eight days after we left the south
coast. We finished on the beach at Lynmouth but as the tide
was out we didn’t go for a paddle but we did go to the pub
for a couple of celebratory drinks.
Mid-September saw the start of another journey, this time to
walk across Corsica from west to east. No camping this time,

but a mix of refuges, gites and hotels. With John King for
company, I flew to Ajaccio in the early hours of a sunny
September morning. Anxious to get moving, we took a taxi to
the start of the walk, a busy seaside town called Cargese.
Lesson one – don’t take a taxi in Corsica on a Sunday, it cost
150€ for an hours ride. Lesson two – public transport seems
to take Sunday off.
Setting off, we thought that we had an easy stroll across the
island for the next ten days. How wrong can you be! There
was little easy walking and it took us a few days to start
matching the guide book times. Like my Devon walk, this trip
also had good weather, apart from the first day when we got
completely soaked in a torrential thunderstorm. By day three,
with everything finally dry and fabulous views to enjoy, the
journey continued with us making reasonably early starts and
each day’s walk finished by mid-afternoon. The
accommodation was good and reasonably priced, BB&EM
was normally 40-45€. Our walk took us across
the spine of the island and this
crossing meant that we
enjoyed a variety of
scenery with the first
days being more rugged
than the latter ones. The
break between the two is
the town of Corte, about
half way through our
journey. It is a pleasant town
and with a hotel for the night,
we caught up with washing
and had a relaxing afternoon
and evening which set us up for
the remainder of the trip. The
second half of the trip was through
a
different type of scenery, still remote
but as it was slightly
lower, the ground was more
vegetated which sometimes caused route finding difficulties.
Our walk finished on the beach of Moriani Plage which is on
the Tyrrhenian Sea and our journey finally finished with a bus
ride to Bastia which was followed by a six hour cruise across
the Med. to Nice and finally the flight back to the UK.
Two journeys of a similar time but two totally different
experiences. My preferred one was Corsica – an island that
has so much more than the GR20 and one I would definitely
consider going back to. The Devon Coast to Coast was a good
experience although the route seemed a bit contrived,
particularly between the moors. For me, the use of a support
driver added to the enjoyment as the natural daily legs did not
coincide with good resting places. On Corsica the stages and
huts were well matched.
Finally, if anyone wants more detailed information on these
two walks, I have the guide books, maps etc.
Mick Barnes

.........to Coast Trekking
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trip reports
had by all. Could be the first of many Rivelin before heading home.
20th August 2011
Paul-Michael Day
Peter & Chris Anderson (Plus Bob, Mick, ACC-WMC joint meets!
Bill and Paul J) Peter & Chris - Spent
20th-22nd January
Saturday at Bosigran with the weather
Robertson Lamb Hut, Langdale
changeable. Doorway, Doorpost, Dong,
Saturday 21st January. Sally, Nick,
Ochre Slab II and Alisons Rib rather than
Jackie Neman, Claire, Kay and Phil did
walk out. Sunday Chris and I went to
a circuit from the hut round Blea Tarn
Sennen and climbed Letter Box, Demo
and Little Langdale. A late start but it was
Route (good lead from Chris), No Name
fantastic to be out in the fresh air,
and Banana Flake. Long way to go for
despite the gusting wind and rain. A
a weekend but well worth it! Has the
novelty lunch stop in Cathedral quarry
young pretender finally overtaken his
was included. The same route was
Dad .... maybe just!
followed by Val, Chris, Jenny, Mel,
Raymond and Maryke aka the ‘slow
29th September 2011
party’ who kept catching up with the
Peter & Chris Anderson made the most
‘fast party’; just like the cloud and rain
of the late summer with a sneaky trip to
seemed to catch up with them until early
Bamford. Chris led Bamford Wall (S)
afternoon and a stop at the Eltermere
before showing off with Wrinkled Wall,
Inn. Diccon, Richard and Paul N. Went
Quien Sabe? and Gargoyle Flake (all
up to Pavey Ark and did the first two
VS4c). I lead Bamford Buttress and
Steve
Newman
climbing
one
of
the
many
pitches of Crescent Climb. Flying clods
Possibility (both S) and the excellent
of earth at the top of the first gully pitch
Browns' Crack (Top 50 HS4b). Great excellent routes at ‘Coombe Obscure’
indicated that Paul was having an
day and there were only four people on Photo: Nick Haine
interesting time constructing a hanging
the crag, mind you when we left the car
11th-13th November 2011
belay. At the traverse there was a
park at Stanage was full!
Tan-y-Garth, Capel Curig
waterfall pouring down the crux so the
The weather was pretty mild and
1st October 2011
multipitch abseil skills were deployed.
although some rock was a little damp
Gower
Amazing swirling gusts of wind created
Peter Anderson & Nick Lovell. More Hot there was still some great scrambling patterns on the surface of Stickle Tarn
Rocking in the UK with a good day at and easy grade climbing to be had. with other gusts blowing across and
King Wall, Rhossili. Did half a dozen Friday 11th: Paul T. and Jenny - Moel picking up curtains of spray and
routes including the excellent Fafnir HS Siabod. Saturday 12th: Jenny, Maryke throwing them in the air.On Sunday Paul
and Raymond - Moel Siabod, Paul T.,
4b and Needle Crack VS 4b
T,Phil and Jenny went up to Stickle Tarn
Amy, Tom, Alex - Llech Ddu Spur (Grade
from the New Dungeon Ghyll,planned
1 scramble), Carnedd Dafydd. Pete A
2nd October 2011
to go down into Easedale but decided
and Debs -Elidir Fawr. Sally and Nick Box Bay, Porthcawl
to go East with the wind and the odd
Peter Anderson & Nick Lovell. Another Sub Cneifion Rib (V Diff). Sunday 13th:
rain squall on their backs. Down into
half dozen routes of Severe to VS in the Jenny, Maryke and Raymond - Walk in
Elterwater for a pint or two and back
sunshine, this time on the shorter (and the woodland area on the north side of
along the river to the hut. Diccon, Paul
the A5. Sally and Nick - Cneifion Arete
sharper!) routes at Box Bay.
N, Richard and Val did the Saturday
and Glydr Fawr. Paul T., Jon and Alex
walk with better weather and a guided
8th-15th October
climbed on Idwal Slabs picking their
tour of Cathedral Quarry by Paul N.
Buis les Baronnies, Provence
own line up ordinary route and tennis
France
shoe. Amy and Tom headed to
4 ACC members, 7 Wessex MC Tremadog and climbed Poor Man's
members and 1 with a foot in both Peuterey (S) and Scratch (VS).
camps spent a week sampling the
excellent climbing (and food) to be had 9th-11th December
in and around Buis les Baronnies. As Falcliffe Cottage, Grindleford
usual at this time of year it can get a bit With snow on the ground, a strong
windy down in this part of France but wind, and wet rock on the Saturday,
generally the weather was hot and and heavy rain on Sunday the climbing
sunny - which is sort of why we were was sparse. Paul Nurse and I bagged
there! Loads of great routes climbed and Trapeze, and Gamma at Froggatt
Exploring Cathedral Quarry
despite a close shave with some falling before giving up the first day. Sunday
Photo: Jackie Newman
rocks on the last day a good time was we quickly shimmied up Angle Crack at
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committee news
The 2013 meets programme was
discussed and agreed with reference to
suggestions
received
from
the
membership.

Committee meeting 4th Oct 2011
Present: - Paul Turton, Jenny Walker,
Nick Haine, Bob Lee, Pete Anderson,
Diccon Proctor, Sally Woodbridge

Newsletter and Website
Nick needs to post out about 10 copies
of the recent newsletter. The new website
is up and running but still needs some
more work

Apologies for absence: - Phil Parry

Other Business
Calendar – Nick has put a post on Yahoo
Social Events
Jenny has taken over organising the asking for pictures for this
Xmas dinner – 30 people have paid
Xmas dinner.
The slide show will be 29 Nov and Bob deposits for this
has put a note on Yahoo and had several Green Park – we are now paid up for
2011, Bob to book 2012.
offers.
We didn’t use the Green Park BBQ
booking since it rained. This has been Committee meeting 5th December
rescheduled as a ‘family day and picnic’ 2011
and the committee agreed to cover the Present: - Paul Turton, Bob Lee, Pete
cost of this.
Anderson, Phil Parry
Sally is to start a Friday night, ‘climb and
curry’ on the last Friday of the month at Apologies for absence: -Diccon
Big Rock in Milton Keynes and has Proctor, Jenny Walker, Nick Haine, Sally
posted the first date for this.
Woodbridge
It was decided not to hold the Chiltern
Chase this year
Matters Arising from last meeting
Green Park has been booked for 2012
AOB
from 16/4/12 – 24/9/12 not including
Green Park – due to falling attendance bank holidays
this year it was agreed for next year to
start on 16 April and stop at the end of Meets report
Sept
Bob has offered to book the 2013 meets
Calendar – Mike and Moira have agreed in 2012 and will then run these meets in
to do a calendar for 2012 and Nick will 2013, hopefully with someone else
put out a note asking for pictures
doing the 2014 bookings. In this way
Mike Erwood has also offered to do a the meets secretary post becomes a two
poster than can be used at local climbing year rolling position, one year booking
walls etc. Nick can do the printing if and the next year organising those meets.
necessary.
Bob to put a note on Yahoo to this effect.

Meets report
Diccon gave an update on the 2012
meets situation. The Scottish meet for
2012 was also discussed and it was
agreed to book Lochinver.
Since Diccon is standing down now, we
need people to be responsible for getting
and returning the keys, payments and
bookings for meets. For the rest of this
year the following rota was agreed:November 2011 Tan-y-Garth – Jenny
December 2011 Fallcliffe – Pete
January 2012 Robertson Lamb –
Nick/Sally
February 2012 Stair – Bob
The booking for 2012 are largely done
and the committee gave a vote of thanks
to Diccon for his work in his time as meets
secretary
We need to start bookings for 2013 and
it was agreed that the committee will put
together a general plan for the year and
ask for club members to assist with the
actual booking, payments and keys. The
committee meeting on 1 Nov will discuss
the meets plan for 2013
Bob notified all club members and asked
for people to help here. Offers have
been received from :Nick Lovell, Paul Day, Barry Wright, Jon
Erwood, Pam Trill, Jackie Newman, Bob
Lee
Pam has researched smaller huts from the
BMC list, which we can now use, and
some independent hostels.

Committee meeting 1st Nov 2011 Treasurers report
Present: - Paul Turton, Nick Haine, Bob Pete reported that we need to draw £500
Lee, Pete Anderson, Sally Woodbridge from the savings account which means
that we will only have about £500 left in
Apologies for absence: - Phil Parry, that account. The financial situation
needs a meeting of the full committee to
Diccon Proctor, Jenny Walker
discuss it.
The main purpose of this meeting was to
Finance
discuss the meets programme now that Social Events
Awards for Xmas Dinner were decided
Pete presented a projected loss for the Diccon has stood down.
year on hut fees of £187. Of this, £185
was from one meet (Raven Crag). The Meets 2012/2013
Report of committee meeting 10th
cash in the bank is getting low and it was June 2012 - Lochinver – we need January 2012
agreed to draw down some money from deposits of half the full amount from Present: - Paul Turton, Bob Lee, Pete
the deposit account.
enough people before we can confirm Anderson, Jenny Walker, Nick Haine,
the booking on this venue. Paul offered Sally Woodbridge
Membership
to coordinate this meet
We have 61 adult and 4 BMC junior Sally to arrange Swanage in 2012 (Sept Apologies for absence: -Diccon
members
14/15/16)
Proctor, Phil Parry
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Meets report
Dec 2011- Fallcliffe – well attended
Jan 2012 - Robinson Lamb – Numbers
reduced to 10 places but more places
available
Scotland 2012 - 12 people are
committed to this and it was decided to
take the full payment in advance. Paul T.
To co-ordinate
Feb 2012 - Stair Hut. Only needs 11
people in order to break even.
March 2012 - Bryn Brethau- needs 12
people to break even
April 2012 The Count House -15
places booked at £12 per head, so some
financial risk to the club here. Pete to
explore reducing the numbers
May -2012 - Glan Dena- booked 12
places
June 2012 - Thorpe Farm – break even
here is 13 people (14 places booked)
July 2012 - Caseg Fraith - We can’t
change the numbers booked here so may
have to charge more per head.
Sept 2012 - Swanage-Sally to book
Oct2012 - George Starkey- 16 places
booked, will need to review the numbers
on this later
Nov 2012- Rhydd Ddu – Booked 16
places - need 12 to break even
Dec 2012 - Bamford- 22 places booked,
need 17 to break even
Bob then reported on 2013 meets :Jan 18/19/20 & Feb 8/9/10 – to
be Glan Dena & Low House, Coniston,
whichever is available at which date.
These are both MAM huts and Pete
Anderson has since checked on these.
Availability on these won’t be confirmed
until the MAM committee meet in
May/June 2012. This leaves a potential
problem if we don’t get one or both of
these huts. Dunmail Raise and/or Tan-yGarth suggested as fallbacks.
March 15/16/17 – Lawrenny,
Pembroke
Tides are PERFECT – 8/9am, low tide
mid-afternoon. Decided to book 12
places at £15pp/per night.
April 19/20/21- Fallcliff, Peak District.
To be booked
May 3/4/5/6 & 24/25/26/27– It
was suggested that meet leaders arrange
camping meets for the two bank holiday

weekends and that we try this
arrangement in 2012 first.
June? Skye – Bob to investigate when
we need to book this
June 14/15/16- Coppermines Lakes.
Decided to book either the Barrow Club
or Yorkshire MC club huts.
July 12/13/14- Family meet, Caseg
Fraith
August- left open for now- Possible
Alpine meet.
Sept 13/14/15 & Oct 18/19/20Cornwall(Count House) and Yorkshire,
depending on availability
Nov 15/16/17 – Possibly Robertson
Lamb depending on success or otherwise
of Jan 2012 meet.
Dec 6/7/8 – Peak District, venue TBD
Treasures report
Pete reported very clearly on the situation
with the club’s declining cash reserves as
below. The committee gave a vote of
thanks for his work here and his
explanation. It was decided that he
should present this to the AGM.
The club’s cash reserves have declined
from £2878 in 2001 to £2212 in 2011
(peaked at £3626 in 2003). This is due
to:Declining membership Increase in BMC
subs from £4.40 per head (2001) to
£11.80 in 2011. Increase in MRC
donation from £1.50 per head (2001)
to £4.00 in 2011
The club subscriptions have not risen in
line with the increased costs and as a
result the balance of the subs per head
has fallen from £11.60 (2001) to £6.20
in 2011
Pete then gave a projected cash position
till June 2012 which shows us very short
in March/April/May
As a result of the above, it was decided
to stop all donations and subscriptions
(MRC, John Muir Trust, Friends of the
Lake District) for one year and then
review the situation
Nick to place a note in the newsletter to
this effect

Membership Report
Sally reported that we have 61 paid
members, 3 life members, one student
member and 6 juniors. We have had
three new members this year.
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Newsletter/Website reports
Nick is about to start the next newsletter
and the meets list on the website is up to
date
Sally said that she could put some copies
of the newsletter out in the shop and it
was decided to ask other gear shops in
the area if they could do the same
Mike Erwood is in discussion with Paul
T. on producing a poster
Secretary’s position
Now that Bob is doing the 2013 hut
bookings volunteers were requested for
the role of secretary. Both Phil Parry and
Richard Andrews (who can’t take up the
post until the AGM) volunteered. Since
Phil already has a committee role it was
decided to nominate Richard Andrews at
the AGM.
Social Events
Bob suggested the idea of regular social
events due to the decline in numbers at
the pub on Mondays – no action on this
at present. Bob also suggested the idea
of sharing food at meets, like the Xmas
puds after the pub in the Peak District in
December
AGM
This was set for 2nd April, snacks from
7.30pm and a prompt 8.00pm start and
we need to be out by 10pm.
Notifications to members to be sent out
by 12th March with the call for proposals
and nominations to be sent out no later
than 20th February.
AOB
The idea was discussed of offering
unused places in huts to other local clubs
and Sally to get contact details for Milton
Keynes and Northampton. Also the idea
was discussed of holding a joint meet
(Casig Fraith ?) with the Wessex club.
These to be discussed at the AGM.
Date of next meetings
Tuesday 21 Feb 2012 at Jenny’s

25 Years On.....
Bob and Pam have been together for 25 years, so we think this should be
celebrated with a reminder of the night that it all began...
(apologies to those of you who had managed to erase the memory of Bob in a nappy)
Captions? Anybody? just one would
have been good

SKIS FOR SALE
Jenny has a pair of skis that she
would like to sell.
Head M70 Carver Skis, Bindings and
poles, 163cm. Fully serviced. (one
lady owner, never raced or rallied,
rumoured to have built in ‘bar
detector’) Selling because they are
too long.
If you are interested contact Jenny on
01296 713269, timhstw@onetel.com

Climbing
Walls

Recycling on Meets
Many of the huts that we visit do not have refuse collections and therefore we have to remove
any rubbish generated during our stay which over a weekend can amount to a considerable
quantity. It’s not, however, just about convenience and as a group of people who have a
common interest in the wild natural environment then we should have a greater awareness
of our environmental impact. If a hut does not have dedicated recycling facilities then it
would be good if all club members would take responsibility for their own recyclables. If you
had room to bring it then you should have room to take it home! This applies to glass
bottles, steel and aluminium cans, plastics and cardboard.

Newsletter Contributions
Please send all newsletter contributions (news, articles, meet reports, reviews, photos etc..) to
nick.haine@talktalk.net. Can accept most formats, including legible hand writing. If sending
photos please do not place in a word document. Please do your best to check spellings,
especially of route or place names.

Feedback?
The editor and committee are very keen to receive comments feedback and ideas regarding
all aspects of club activities. It would help us to run the club in the way that suits you if we
are made aware of any views, gripes and groans.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors and do not represent the
views or ethos of the editor, the committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.

Committee Members
Chairman
Paul Turton
President
Jenny Walker
Secretary
Bob Lee
Meets
Vacancy
Membership
Sally Woodbridge
Treasurer
Pete Anderson
Social
Vacancy
Communications
Nick Haine

01844 238518
01296 713269
01296 651308
01327 811024
01844 260712
01327 811024
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Various members of the club
climb at local climbing walls
on weekday evenings. On
Thursdays a regular group can be found
at Oxford Brookes and club members are
also visiting Milton Keynes on
Wednesday evenings. If you are
interested in joining us then post a
message on the Yahoo group to find out
who’s going where. On the last Friday
of every month we are also doing a
climb and curry evening at Milton
Keynes. Climbing at Big Rock from 7ish
before retiring to a local curry house at
around 9. Please contact Sally if you wish
to join us

Club Discounts
Cotswold
(Milton Keynes,
Bicester, St Albans)
www.cotswoldoutdoor.co.uk
Use your club membership card for 15%
discount. The card is registered under the
club chairman’s name (Paul Turton).
The Outdoor Shop,
Stony Stratford,
www.theoutdoorshop.com
Your club card entitles you to
approximately 20% off the
SRP off most items (excluding maps,
books or fuel).

